If there are multiple fiber orientations within a voxel brain is largely due to the lack of a method for measuring due to, for example, fibers crossing or diverging within neural connectivity noninvasively. The development of the voxel, DTI will estimate the fiber orientation to be a noninvasive imaging modality capable of measuring the mean of the underlying fiber directions. The mean neural connectivity in vivo would provide invaluable indirection will not be representative of the true fiber direcformation on how human cerebral cortex communicates tions, however. To consider an example, if one fiber and integrates information across disparate processing points vertically and another fiber points horizontally, areas. Development of a noninvasive connectivity imthen the mean fiber direction will point toward the diagoaging method would also enable clinical diagnosis of nal, differing from either of the underlying fiber direcconnectivity disorders on an individual subject basis.
In one-dimensional q-space imaging, the diffusion funcmodel assumes Gaussian diffusion, and a Gaussian tion is measured only along a single spatial dimension. function has only a single directional maximum. ConseUsing DSI, a variant of q-space imaging, we have quently, the tensor model cannot capture multidirecrecently obtained direct measurements of the threetional diffusion. Recently, it has been shown that in brain dimensional diffusion function in the human brain in regions containing fiber crossing, the MR diffusion sigvivo (Tuch, 2002) . By measuring the diffusion function nal has significant multimodal structure, in clear disdirectly without the constraints of the tensor model conagreement with the tensor model (Tuch et al., 2002) . straints, we have shown that is it is possible to resolve In an effort to resolve the fiber-crossing confound complex intravoxel tissue structure including intravoxel in DTI, investigators have introduced more elaborate fiber crossing (Tuch, 2002 quisition times and strong magnetic field gradients. The The fiber-crossing confound can also be resolved by long acquisition times and gradient hardware demands imaging the diffusion function directly without a prehave limited the routine implementation of q-space imsumed model for the underlying diffusion process. A aging methods, such as diffusion spectrum imaging, model-independent approach would not need to ason conventional MR scanners. The key challenge has sume a single diffusion direction and would therefore therefore been to devise an MR method that can resolve be able to detect possible fiber-crossing structure. The complex structure but is also practical for routine investdiffusion function can be imaged model independently igative purposes. using so-called q-space methods such as q-space imHere, we present a novel diffusion imaging method aging (Callaghan, 1993 imaging (QBI). The QBI technique is model independent With q-space imaging methods, it is possible to diand considerably more time-efficient than current q-space rectly measure the microscopic three-dimensional diffuimaging methods. The efficiency gain is achieved by sion function within each voxel of the MR image. The selectively measuring the angular structure of the diffudiffusion function, which we denote P(r), describes the sion function. By selectively measuring the angular probability for a water molecule to undergo a displacestructure of the diffusion function, it is still possible to ment r in the experimental diffusion time (Callaghan, resolve complex structure, yet the acquisition time is 1993; Cory and Garroway, 1990; Kä rger and Heink, significantly reduced and the demands on the magnetic 1983). Q-space imaging methods are based on the Foufield gradients are also substantially reduced (Alexander rier relationship between the diffusion function P(r) and et al., 2002; Frank, 2001; Tuch et al., 2002) . The boost the diffusion MR signal E(q), a relationship that was in sampling efficiency stems from the need to sample first noted by Stejskal (Stejskal and Tanner, 1965) . The the diffusion signal only on a spherical shell as opposed Fourier relationship can be written explicitly as P(r) ϭ to a complete three-dimensional Cartesian grid. The re-F[E(q)], where F is the Fourier transform (FT) with respect duced gradient requirements follow from the need to to the experimental diffusion wavevector q ϭ ␥␦g, ␥ is sample only a single spatial frequency, i.e., the radius the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio for water protons, g is the of the sampling sphere, instead of exhaustively sampling diffusion-encoding magnetic field gradient, and ␦ is the the high spatial frequencies necessary to satisfy the duration of the gradient (Callaghan, 1993; Cory and GarNyquist condition. While the three-dimensional diffusion roway, 1990; Stejskal and Tanner, 1965) . Based on the function provides invaluable information on the tissue Fourier relationship between the diffusion function and microstructure, for the purposes of mapping neural fiber the diffusion MR signal, the diffusion function can be orientation, the angular structure of the diffusion funcdirectly reconstructed by Fourier transform of the diffution can capture much of the salient contrast. sion signal.
"Angular structure" specifically means the radial pro-Q-space imaging methods are model independent jection of the diffusion function, that is, the function and are therefore suitable for diffusion imaging of comobtained by integrating the diffusion function over the plex materials that may not exhibit simple unimodal difradial dimension. We refer to the resulting spherical fusion. The technique has been applied extensively to function as the diffusion orientation distribution function characterize the microstructure of complex inanimate (ODF). The diffusion ODF is defined specifically as materials (Callaghan, 1999) where u is a unit direction vector and describes the Results and Discussion probability for a water molecule to diffuse any distance in the direction u in the experimental diffusion time .
Diffusion MRI of Intravoxel Fiber Crossing
In regions of anatomic fiber crossing, both DSI and QBI To understand the radial projection, it is helpful to think of the following analogy. The radial projection is resolved fiber-crossing structure within individual voxels. Figure 1 compares DSI ( Figure 1A ) with low spatial comparable to projecting the three-dimensional distribution of stars onto the celestial sphere; information frequency ( Figure 1B ) and high spatial frequency ( Figure  1C ) QBI. The region of interest is taken from the threeon the distance to the stars is lost, but the angular distribution of the stars is still retained. The ODF capway crossing between the corona radiata, the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the striations of the corpus tures the relevant angular contrast of the diffusion function and, unlike the diffusion tensor, is capable of decallosum. The color-coded orbitals depict the diffusion orientation distribution function (ODF). Multimodal ODFs, scribing multimodal diffusion. In particular, the ODF can describe the complex diffusion patterns that arise from that is, ODFs with multiple peaks, indicate the presence of multiple fiber orientations within that voxel. intravoxel fiber crossing. We show that the QBI technique can resolve complex subvoxel histoarchitecture Multimodal ODFs are seen where the projections from the corpus callosum intersect the superior longitudinal including white matter fiber crossing and divergence within individual imaging voxels. Further, by varying the fasciculus and where the projections from the corpus callosum intersect the corona radiata. Unimodal diffumagnitude of the applied diffusion-sensitizing magnetic field gradient, it is possible to sensitize the diffusion sion is seen in voxels where the fibers are homogeneously aligned within a voxel, such as in the body of signal to length scales on the order of tens of microns. tween the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the corpus As in Figure 1 , the region of interest is taken from the callosum, and the projections from the corpus callosum intersection between the superior longitudinal fascicuis shown in more detail in Figure 3 . lus, the corona radiata, and the striations from the corIn the cingulate gyrus, QBI resolved the ascending pus callosum. For comparison, we also show a histologiprojections to the superior lobe of the cingulate gyrus cal tracing from the Niewenhuys atlas (Niewenhuys, through the core anteroposterior-directed cingulum 1996). The Niewenhuys figure is from approximately the bundle. On the DTI, the ascending projections to the same anatomical level as the MRI slice.
superior lobe of cingulate gyrus are not detectable. The Comparing the DTI and the QBI, we observe that on minor anteroposterior-directed fibers seen in the supethe DTI (Figure 2, top row) , only the corona radiata is rior lobe of the cingulate gyrus may be fibers from the apparent. In contrast, the QBI shows the three-way main cingulum bundle. crossing between the ascending projections of the corona radiata, the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the striations of the corpus callosum. On the QBI, the Q-Ball Imaging of Intravoxel Composite Structure callosal striations diverge to project to the precentral at Cortical Margin and postcentral gyrus, consistent with the Niewenhuys In addition to resolving fiber crossing in deep white description (Figure 2, bottom row) . On the DTI, the callosal striations as well as the superior longitudinal fascicumatter intersections, QBI was able to resolve composite ) reported that in neonatal human cortex, the radial fiber structure disappeared at gestatemporal gyrus. Along the gyral wall, the fiber directions are oriented approximately normal and parallel to the tional age 36 weeks. The disappearance of the radial fiber structure was attributed to the development of the cortical surface. For both gyri, the surface-normal fiber component is oriented in the superior-inferior direction. basal, intracortical dendrites, which are oriented parallel to the cortical surface and obscure the radial structure. The anteroposterior mediolateral diffusion component reflects the insertion to the gyral crown. The anteroIn DTI, composite fiber architecture in gray matter is undetectable because the tensor model incorrectly repposterior diffusion component oriented normal to the cortical surface is attributed to the white matter inserresents multimodal diffusion as isotropic diffusion.
To determine whether the surface-normal diffusion tions to cortex. The fibers bend rapidly, and therefore the curvature of the fibers cannot be resolved. The charcomponent originates from white matter or gray matter, it would be helpful to obtain QBI with high enough spatial acteristic cross-hatched fiber structure at the gyral wall is also seen in the QBI in Figure 2 (middle row) in the resolution to resolve pure gray matter voxels. Another approach would be to measure an MR property of the cingulate gyrus and the precentral gyrus. The crosshatched pattern is attributed to partial volume between surface-normal diffusion compartment, such as the T1 or T2 relaxation constant. Based on the measured pathe ascending projections to gyral crown and the inser-provide clues to distinguish these possibilities. In some cases, a crossing fiber arrangement can be distinguished from a kissing fiber pattern based on characteristics of the ODF peaks. For example, if one of the ODF peaks is significantly wider or longer than the other peak, then that would suggest a crossing fiber arrangement rather than a kissing fiber pattern. For a kissing fiber pattern, the ODF peaks would be more similar. Corresponding peaks can also be matched using other characteristics of the ODF peaks, such as MR relaxation properties including T2 or magnetization transfer. The ODFs from the neighboring voxels can also provide discriminating information. If an ODF peak at a particular voxel is consistent with the ODF peaks leading to and from that voxel, that would suggest that the peaks are connected.
For the purposes of connectivity reconstructions, it fiber ODF is governed by the diffusion physics and biophysical properties of the tissue such as the cell membrane permeability and the free diffusion coefficients rameter, the surface-normal component could then be for the cellular compartments. To the extent that the assigned to white matter or gray matter.
imaging physics and the diffusion properties of neural tissue are known, a forward model can be formulated Limitations and Future Improvements to relate the fiber ODF to the diffusion ODF. Inverting We have shown that q-ball imaging can resolve complex the forward model would then give an estimate for the intravoxel white matter fiber structure, including fiber fiber ODF based on the measured diffusion ODF (Tuch crossing in deep white matter and composite fiber strucet al., 2001). In addition to providing a more accurate ture at the cortical margin. The ability to resolve intraestimate for the fiber distribution, solving for the fiber voxel fiber crossing will significantly benefit efforts to ODF would yield a sharper ODF since the dispersion trace neural pathways with diffusion MRI. For example, effects of the diffusion process would be reduced or the ability to resolve the intersection between the calloeliminated. sal striations and the corona radiata demonstrated in The ODF peaks can also be sharpened experimentally Figure 2 will allow for more accurate tractography of the by tuning the diffusion wavevector to optimize the angucallosal projections. Additionally, the resolution of the lar contrast-to-noise ratio. The optimal wavevector will insertions into cortex will help track fibers to specific depend on the diffusion characteristics of the tissue, locations within a gyrus.
including the diffusion anisotropy of the target fiber popNumerous barriers still need to be surmounted, howulation and the angular separation of the individual popever, to obtain accurate tract reconstructions from diffuulations. The optimal diffusion wavevector will also vary sion imaging. Specifically, the exact relationship between in neurodegenerative states that alter the diffusion envithe measured diffusion function and the underlying fiber ronment. geometry needs to be better understood. For example, Optimization of the sampling scheme may allow for QBI describes the fiber structure through the diffusion significant improvements in the total acquisition time. is due to a reduction in anisotropy in a single fiber popuUsing Plancherel's theorem (Bracewell, 1999) lation or increased orientational heterogeneity. Ultimately, the model independence and the resolving power
of the ODF framework will help elucidate the fundamenand the central slice theorem (Deans, 1993) tal biophysical mechanisms governing diffusion anisotropy in nerve tissue and provide a more accurate basis
for inferring neural connectivity from diffusion-weighted we then have (Tuch, 2002) imaging. 2 by a delta function, ␦(r ), then we obtain where u is a unit direction vector. The ODF gives the probability for a spin to diffuse any distance in the direction u at the experimental the RP exactly. In summary, summing over a circle in Fourier space is approxidiffusion time (Tuch, 2002) . The ODF is a probability function defined on the sphere. The ODF is symmetric about reflection (u) ϭ mately equal to summing the signal along the direction normal to the circle in real space. Due to the Fourier relationship between the (Ϫu) due to the reflection symmetry of the PDF, i.e., P(r) ϭ P(Ϫr), which in turn is a consequence of microscopic detailed balance. diffusion MR signal and the diffusion function, we can exploit this finding to measure the diffusion probability in a particular direction The problem is then specifically the following: given E(q) sampled on a sphere of radius qЈ, how can one reconstruct the ODF? We by simply summing the diffusion MR signal along an equator around that direction. show that one can obtain an approximation to the true ODF by computing the Funk-Radon transform (FRT) (Funk, 1916; Helgason, The radius of the sampling sphere qЈ controls the width of the
